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Join us 
Founded in 1932, The Courtauld is 
synonymous with uncompromising 
excellence. It is a world class university 
and a leader in the study of art history, 
conservation and curating. Its graduates 
form an international powerhouse, going 
on to become the intellectual leads 
behind the world’s greatest museums 
and galleries, influencing the arts and 
creative sectors on a global scale.
 
The Courtauld is also home to a critically 
acclaimed Gallery located in London’s 
magnificent Somerset House. The 
Courtauld Gallery holds a ‘collection of 
collections’, significant works of art from 
the Renaissance to the contemporary 
including some of the world’s most 
revered Impressionist masterpieces.
 
The Courtauld’s ambition is to transform 
access to art history by extending the 
horizons of what this is, and ensuring 
as many people as possible can benefit 
from the tools to better understand 
the visual world around us.
 
We invite you to become a part of  
this remarkable institution.





Our offer
The Courtauld offers an exceptional opportunity for 
companies to engage with our work and align with our 
brand. The Courtauld Gallery houses one of the world’s 
greatest art collections and has recently undergone a 
major transformation to enhance its beautiful spaces, 
including the Blavatnik Fine Rooms, LVMH Great Room 
and the Denise Coates Exhibition Galleries. 

This is an incredibly exciting time to join The Courtauld. 
Our Corporate Membership programme is designed for 
companies wishing to connect with a world-leading arts 
organisation and offers highly distinctive opportunities 
for hospitality, staff engagement and direct connections 
with leading art experts. 

Corporate Members have unique access to book event 
spaces in The Courtauld Gallery within the elegant 
surroundings of our outstanding historical location. 

Corporate Members benefit from:

 f Privileged access to The Courtauld Gallery collection 
displays and exhibitions

 f Opportunities to connect with our academics, 
researchers, curators, conservators, alumni and 
students

 f Staff and client engagement through an allocation of 
tickets to The Courtauld Gallery and our exhibitions 

 f Brand enhancement through an affiliation with one of 
the world’s leading centres of academic excellence 
for art history, conservation, research, and curating

‘…the international powerhouse  
in Britain for art history…’
Times Literary Supplement





Corporate Membership 
From £10,000 per annum + VAT

Venue Hire

 f 20% discount on private venue hire – host your  
events and receptions in the breath-taking  
Courtauld Gallery*

Staff and client engagement

 f Allocation of 60 tickets to visit The Courtauld Gallery  
and/ or exhibitions

 f Invitation to exclusive Courtauld Gallery exhibition 
Private Views

 f Discount on tickets to the annual Courtauld party

 f Complimentary copies of The Courtauld annual 
magazine, The Courtauld News

Special Access and networking

 f Special access to select Courtauld events (online  
and in person) including our series of live lectures 
and debates hosted by experts in their field*

 f An allocation of VIP tickets to select Art Fairs and 
invitations to industry openings and events led by  
our alumni*

 f Invitation to our annual VIP event for Corporate 
Members and Partners

Acknowledgement

 f Corporate Member name crediting on the website 
and in selected annual publications where relevant 
and appropriate 

*Subject to availability. Discount applicable to dry hire costs only. 





Contact us
Please get in touch for further 
information and to discuss 
Corporate Membership at  
The Courtauld. 

Charlotte Jennings

Senior Membership and 
Individual Giving Manager

charlotte.jennings@courtauld.ac.uk

Tel +44 (0)20 3947 7740

How to find us
The Courtauld
Somerset House
Strand
London 
WC2R 0RN


